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POWER RECLINER 
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE 

This guide is to help with a non-functioning power recliner 



 

Troubleshooting Guide for Power Motion Upholstery Units 
 

PARTS THAT MAKE UP A POWER UNIT 
 
Power Switch - The power switch is the switch that is on the unit that allows you to recline electronically. 
The Power switch is plugged straight into the motor.  If, after confirming all connection are secure and tight, 
your unit stops reclining, or headrest won’t move, it is likely to require a switch replacement. 
 
AC Power Cord – This power cord connects the transformer to the power outlet.  For units with Built-in 
batteries, the AC Power Cord connects the battery charger to the power outlet 
 
Transformer – the power source that powers the motors 
 
Y-Cable – a splitter/extension cord connecting the transformer to multiple motors 
 
Motors – the power units used to push the mechanisms back and forth.  These motors are the same motors 
used in car seat manufacturing and are rarely defective without visible damage (cord separation or cracking).    
These are commonly referred to: 

a. Leg Rest motor 
b. Head Rest motor 
c. Lumbar motor 

 
Mechanism – Mechanical unit under the furniture.  These are non-power metal frames that recline the 
unit. 
 
 

Checking the power supply 
 

1. Turn your unit over onto a protective blanket and check that all wires are properly connected and there is 
no physical damage to the wires. 

2. Check the light on the transformer: 
• If the Transformer light is green, move on to step 3. 
• If Transformer light is flashing, unplug the Transformer from the Y-cable for one minute.  Re-plug 

the Transformer to Y-cable.  If Transformer is still flashing, you will need to replace the 
Transformer. 

• If there is no light on the Transformer, verify that AC Power Cord is properly connected to the 
Transformer and Power outlet is supplying power.  If light still does not come on, you may need 
to replace AC Cord and Transformer. 

3. Check Power Switch cable to motor(s): 
• If the connection(s) from the Power switch to the motor(s) are good, unplug the power switch 

and connect a new power switch.   
• If new power switch does not fix the issue, you will likely need to replace the motor. 
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(For Dual power recliners, please check Y-cable connections for damage) 
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Check AC Power 
Cord for proper 
connection or 
damage. If 
power outlet is 
confirmed to 
have power and 
light is still not 
green, then 
replace 
Transformer 

Check Motor 2-pin 
connection from  
cable to 
Transformer for 
damage or poor 
connection 

 
 

Check Power 
Switch cable 
connection to 
motor. If recliner is 
still inoperable, 
you will likely need  
a new Switch or  
Motor.  If Motor 
does not show 
visible damage, it’s 
likely a Power 
Switch 
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